Use Case

Host Analytics Wins
™
with SwagIQ
Summary
Host Analytics uses the SwagIQ™ solution from PFL to blast open doors, increasing
follow-ups and redefining their sales strategy.

BEFORE
Manual efforts to package and deliver gifts

AFTER
Increased gifting efficiency by 590% with a scalable,
automated solution integrated into Salesforce

No single source for gifts
No automated solution to coordinate digital
and gifting

Custom company store with gifts, all managed
from within Salesforce
Real time tracking and feedback on gift delivery
to combine gifting with other channels

The Challenge
Host Analytics is the leading provider of cloud-based

of their swag, ideally into a single place where sales

financial performance solutions and one of the fastest

reps could select gifts, track delivery, and see in-depth

growing companies in Silicon Valley. Nick Ezzo, VP of

reporting. They wanted a solution that worked seamlessly

Demand Generation, knows people are hungry for Host

with their existing CRM platform, Salesforce®.

Analytics’ solutions, but getting a prospect to follow up is
always a challenge.
Host Analytics was already using gifting as an important
component in their sales strategy, which comes directly
from the CEO, Dave Kellogg. Ezzo paraphrased the CEO’s
sentiment, “Your prospect’s desk is valuable real estate.
Give them something they’ll use every day and it’s an
opportunity to be in front of them until their moment
of need.”
Shepherding this vision into reality, Ezzo
also knew stuffing gifts into boxes was a
waste of his team’s skills. Host Analytics
needed a solution that automated fulfillment
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The Solution
For Host Analytics, PFL’s SwagIQ was the only answer.
SwagIQ integrates directly into Salesforce, creating a
company store stocked with pre-selected, high-quality
branded items. The store is available as a self-service
resource, allowing the sales team to manage their gifting
efforts without ever having to leave their CRM.
The Host Analytics team now receives Salesforce alerts at
the ideal time to send a gift in the sales cycle, as well upon
delivery. Fulfillment of the order is handled offsite by PFL.
Reporting, driven by the powerful Salesforce engine, is
configured to give them insight into the effect that gifting
has on pipeline opportunities.

“

“When I hear my reps say, ‘I

called that guy 10 times and I

didn’t hear from him and then

I sent him a mug and he called
me back’...that’s worth it.”

These capabilities combine into a single solution that frees
Host Analytics from the tedium associated with sending
high-impact gifts, allowing the entire channel to fully scale
for their growing business. Now sending swag is a routine

Ezzo also knew a human touch was needed to make his

part of the sales cycle.

company’s gifting truly shine—the right gifts reflect Host
Analytics’ brand as well as their buyer’s needs and desires.

“With SwagIQ’s automation, sending swag has become

PFL worked with Ezzo and his team to evaluate their buyer

one of the key weapons in our arsenal,” Ezzo explains.

personas, sales cycle, and goals to pick the perfect gifts

“Sending high-quality, branded items is on par with every

for their prospects. The ‘human touch’ is completed when

other channel we have – digital and dimensional.”

Host Analytics salespeople add their own personal notes
(as well as a personal photo in the signature) to send with
each gift, which they can now do right from Salesforce.

THE RESULTS

570%
Host Analytics recorded their
strongest quarter to date after
implementing SwagIQ. Since then,
they have continued to grow.

The sales team has seen a
significant increase in customer
follow-ups, which is attributed
largely to the increased number
of swag targeting their prospects.
Since implementation, Host
Analytics has increased gifting
efficiency by 570%.

Ezzo is enthusiastic about
SwagIQ, saying, “When I hear
my reps say, ‘I called that guy 10
times and I didn’t hear from him
and then I sent him a mug and
he called me back’ —that’s what
makes me happy. That was a
mug—and we get a meeting out
of it. That’s worth it.”

About Host Analytics

About PFL

Host Analytics is the first and only company to offer a complete suite
of enterprise performance management applications built from the
ground up as cloud-based applications. Since raising their first round
of venture funding in 2008, they’ve posted record-breaking growth
every year. They’ve been recognized as a visionary in the market by
leading research and analyst firms and have won numerous awards.

PFL provides marketing and sales enablement solutions, including
Salesforce apps and in-house printing, gifting, and fulfillment services.
We directly connect B2B and B2C organizations to cutting-edge
solutions that accelerate productivity and drive business forward.
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